
 
 

Maintenance Report  

December 21 

 

The Management of La Marquesa Golf reports on the work carried out during 

the last month on the course.  

At the beginning of December, the cold finally began, with a maximum 

temperature that has not exceeded 20 degrees, and the minimum average 

has been 10 degrees, this has contributed to our tussock species beginning 

to be dormant, especially those C-4 species (warm climate), which suffer at 

this time of year. 

 The first week the course has not been mowed, saving everything that 

this entails, fuel, blades, operator time, etc., and the course has not 

noticed. Subsequently, cuts have been alternated and with a variation 

in time depending on the growth of the grass. 

 The greens have been micro-punctured and micro-dressed. 

 Soil analyses have been received for new and old greens. In general, 

what they tell us is that they are weak and we have to fertilize them a 

little so that they gain more strength. These analyses help us to see 

the shortcomings in each of them and treat them properly. 

 Therefore, the greens have been fertilized with Urea. The result was 

noticed immediately because they were quite short of food and they 

have been very grateful. 

 The profiling of the bunkers has been completed and daily raking 

continues. 

 The weeds that appear in the sand of the bunkers have been 

fumigated.  

 Fairways and tees have been painted and defined with pigment. A small 

difference is noticeable and no more color has been wanted to make it 

look as natural as possible. 



 
 

 The ditch to the right of hole 7 has been cleared and cleaned 

 The ditch that limits the path of the worehouse and the driving range 

has been cleared for the best collection of practice balls 

 Fumigation of some diseased palm trees with Fosetyl 

 The palm trees on the golf course have been pruned, including the 

large ones on the side of hole 7. 

 The Sawgrass Lake area has been cleared and the bases of the trees 

have been burned 

 The fence at the end of 13 has been varnished and the aforementioned 

sleepers will also be varnished. The course varnishing plan is followed 

and it gives an appearance of considerable cleanliness and care. 

 New flagpoles have been placed on the putting green. 

 The cleaning and definition of the course has continued. In these times 

of slow growth is when we are taking the opportunity to make up the 

course a little more. 

 Fixed the crossbars in the buggies room planter. 

 The filters have been placed in the raft and have been connected 

automatically so that, from the mobile, you can control how it is 

working. This, with good follow-up, will prevent pump burnouts and 

problems. 

 The protective shed of the pump and the filter of the sewage treatment 

plant have been put on. 

 Also due of the smaller number of players, a dressing of divots and 

tees has been made throughout the course. 

 Pine trees have been removed from next to the tee of the 5 ladies 

(where we are going to put the olive trees) and felled the palm tree 

that disfigured the tee, now the hole from the tee looks much better. 

 It is finished with the measurement of the different parts of the course. 

These measures are essential for everything, from any type of 

treatment, reseeding, topdressing, etc. Being these treatments 

impossible to calculate if we do not know precisely how many meters 

are applicable. 



 
 
As can be seen, special emphasis has been placed on pending works, typical 

of winter, where grass growth is less. 

A very cordial greeting ... and that this new year enter all the putts! 

 

 

Guillermo Navarro  

       Director General 

La Marquesa Golf  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pd: attached pictures of works  



 
 

  

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 


